‘This set of essays is a series of meditations on hatred, tenderness, grief, mourning, labour, resistance, social justice and the possibilities of meaning and solidarity, all viewed through the lens of some traumatic events that have convulsed India in recent years. It is an insightful, unusual guidebook that illuminates the path that we as a country and as a people took, to arrive at the dangerous place in which we are now.’

ARUNDHATI ROY

‘Powerful. Be prepared to get enraged.’

SANTOSH DASS

‘A book for the time which feels like an aberration but when “business as usual” revealed itself to our collective naked eyes its grotesque, revolting, suffocating truth.’

GHAZALA JAMIL

‘Lyrical, searing and powerful.’

NIVEDITA MENON

‘An extraordinary examination of the politicking, grieving, protesting body.’

ANNIE ZAIDI

‘A searing cultural critique of the contemporary nation body.’
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